
Odds against gambling ads.

In my life time I have seen changes in the way people and society, handle money, and the value they

put on it, so it can benefit them in life, so they do not have to gamble to find satisfaction,

As life to me was enjoyment in sport, years ago; but now for some it is a money betting scandal,

where every one tries to build up their budget, in good luck,; instead of honesty, happy days work,
and finding fulfilment in working out their budget

I think to day many people go to gambling venues, to chat, and have a happy day out, where once

be for people use to have hobbies, or knit for institutions or go to libraries, but do not get me

wrong some still live that lifestyle. What upsets me their is so much you can do with your money, to

give you enjoyment, rather than putting large amounts in machines, or with TAB, I guess its up to

every individual to get their values sorted out, and learn to live with a comfortable budget.

Talking about adds we need more positive slogans to read, that give you hope, joy, in your life

rather than thinking you have to go into spending your precious money, into some game that is

meant to be enjoyed for their physical gifts, and just try to relax and enjoy the moment,

In the past our generation use to work hard for ever y dollar, so life could be enjoyable, but to day

unfortunately we want that seems the easy way out, and bet our precious money on gambling .frorn

reading sporting slogans, that can leave some people flat if they do not win, what a pity, if that is all
sport means to some.

I thought I would share my views because I have been thinking about the dangers of gambling for
awhile in our society.




